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Pleasant Hill Goshen Fire & Rescue 

Pleasant Hill Rural Fire Protection District 

Goshen Rural Fire Protection District 

Joint Board Work Session 

January 11, 2022 

 

Call to Order 

The Joint Board Work Session was called to order at 5:36 p.m. by Fire Authority Board President Willie 

Bronson. 

 

Attendance: 

Pleasant Hill Board Members: President Terry McDiarmid, Vice President Todd Anderson, and 

Board Members Kevin Flory and Darrell Shoemaker. Absent: Secretary/Treasurer Rhett Green 

Goshen Board Members: President Willie Bronson, Vice President Rose Reinertson, and Board 

Member Steve Lovely. Absent: Secretary/Treasurer Cameron Saxon and Board Member Tom 

McClellan. 

Pleasant Hill Goshen Fire & Rescue Board Members: President Willie Bronson, Vice President 

Terry McDiarmid, and Board Member Darrell Shoemaker. Absent: Secretary/Treasurer Tom 

McClellan. 

Staff: Fire Chief Andrew Smith, Captain Riley Moore, Administrative Assistance Bonnie Graham, 

and Executive Assistant Haley Meshnik. 

Guests: GT Miller and Bob Schutte. 

 

Chief Smith explained the additional documents presented to the Board answering questions from the 

previous work session.  

• Table 14 – Rate Comparison by Line Items 

o Summarize what you get out of each tax rate. 

o Using estimated numbers, guessing what future costs will be. 

o Being open to trim costs in areas to make it work. 

• Table 15 – Rate Comparison for Proposed Tax Rates 

o This table focuses more on what you get with the tax increase in a 

clearer way for public discussions. 

o Chief Smith explained that the priority would be first a fire station, 

Second personnel, and third capital needs.  
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• Table 16 – Pleasant Hill Funding Scenario if Operating Independent from the Fire 

Authority. 

o Chief Smith was not asked to create this, and he is not in support of it, 

but he made it to show what if would look like if Pleasant Hill decided to 

operate independently. 

• Map of response times with only the Goshen Fire Station. 

• Map of response times with both the Goshen and Pleasant Hill Fire Station. 

The Attorney told Chief Smith, that if consolidation is decided, we can absorb the surrounding areas that 

are not protected by a fire district. If we are re-drawing the district lines, we can approach those 

residents and see if they are interested in annexing in to get fire protection. They are a serious risk to all 

of us, because if one of their houses burn down, they will put Eugene and us at risk. It could be a good 

time to consider this aspect.  We cannot annex areas already protected, but we can annex areas that are 

not protected. 

*The Board reviewed the documents provided by Chief Smith. These were attached as addendums and 

are available on file.  

 

Captain Riley Moore presented the computer program that produces maps and does spatial data 

analysis. Under Captain Moore’s direction, one of his GIS interns, Trever Bruhn created this tool. This 

presentation is intended to show you some of the functionality of things that can be done, but the 

actual tool is not ready to go out to the public yet. Captain Moore demonstrated how the tool divides all 

the district’s tax lots and shows the taxable value based on their individual assessed value. He showed 

comparisons of various tax rates. 

 

The next tool Captain Moore shared shows response times which is very similar to the software used by 

apple maps. It takes information of the speeds and curves of the roads to calculate how long it will take 

you to arrive at a location. This program is modeling normal driving and does not have settings for code 

three emergencies. However, it is pretty accurate to normal driving because fire engines have decreased 

acceleration, have to slow way down on curves, which loses some time gained by exceeding the speed 

limit.  The Goshen and Jasper station, along with the surrounding mutual aid fire stations were added to 

the tool as “facilities.”  They then programmed the tool to calculate the two closest fire stations and 

their response times, based on these facility locations, per address. Then it was recalculated, adding the 

Pleasant Hill station to show the improved response times. Captain Moore showed a few real examples. 

He explained that it is an estimate of 9 minutes from dispatch time to put on turn outs and leave the 

station. The response time from the Pleasant Hill Station to Hwy 58 Dairy Queen was about 6 minutes 

while a response from Goshen would be closer to 11 minutes. Willie Bronson thought that information, 

on a call at the school, would be very valuable for residents. 

 

Captain Moore explained that they have the ability to produce static mapping products (maps printed as 

handouts or posters) or dynamic mapping products (which are more web based and allow you to 

explore the data yourself by clicking and seeing data pop up.) Captain Moore feels like the web dynamic 

mapping product will be very valuable in reducing misinformation.  Captain Moore said that it could be 

ready within a week if he was directed to produce it for the public’s view. Captain Moore added that if 
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we hire a PR firm, it would probably be best to get their professional advice on the delivery and layout 

before showing the public.  

 

Todd Anderson asked if there could be an additional layer added to show if there were simultaneous 

calls and what the predicted response times would be. Captain Moore said they could possibly do that 

with the current data they have and just intertwine them. Chief Smith expressed that that would be a 

really useful tool, because that is a true reality for our districts. Terry McDiarmid and Kevin Flory 

acknowledged Captain Moore’s great work. 

 

Chief Smith suggests we make a transparency/information page on our website that shows some of 

these tools, our call volumes, and various tables that were created. Captain Moore shared that they 

have dispatching data, on all the calls they have gone on in the past three years. This will be beneficial to 

show us and possibly the public, spatially where our calls are coming from, what type of call they are, 

and how they have changed over the years.  

 

Chief Smith shared that if it was decided to do everything on the $1.99 plan but do the bond for the fire 

station separate. Then he would guess that it would be around $1.70 / 1,000 for operations to be in line 

with 24/7 staffing and then the rest would be a bond to build the fire station. There is a handout from 

Holman Capital that gives options for government financing, which is separate from a bond.  

 

Chief Smith shared that there is no way to guarantee to the public that they will build a new fire station 

if they pass the measure. This answers a previous board meeting question. He learned that there is no 

way to tie the hands of the future boards to make this happen. The public will have to operate on some 

form of faith. Uniformity of the board will help, as well as showing building plans to the public and 

having debt ready to take out. Unfortunately, a resolution will not be an option. Chief Smith suggests 

they take progressive steps to show the public the plans, the lender, and demonstrate that all that is 

required to complete the project is the funding.  

 

It was mentioned that both districts will benefit from the increased tax rate. Pleasant Hill’s carrot will be 

the fire station and Goshen’s carrot will be solidifying their own 24/7 staffing. Chief Smith shared that if 

we can be NFPA 2017 compliant on our own, (which is the standard for assembly and turnout of 6 

firefighters at a scene with in 14 min) is a huge deal. He feels very confident that if we were able to do 

that our ISO rating would go from a 4 to a 3.  

 

Rose Reinertson suggested a possible carrot, of supplying FireMed to each resident’s property in both 

districts, through this tax increase. Kevin Flory liked the idea and added that FireMed is cheap and could 

be a great incentive. Rose Reinertson suggests we just pay for the basic and then the residents could add 

on the LifeFlight if they wanted. She would be interested in learning if FireMed would offer a group rate. 

 

Kevin Flory adds that everyone wants a new fire station, but not everyone knows there is an immediate 

need. We need to work on getting that information out. Rose Reinertson suggests that we send out a 

newsletter for the public to let them know what we are working on. Chief Smith suggests we wait for a 

consultant’s advice, since we may not be able to afford multiple newsletters.  
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For next work session Chief Smith will provide:  

• Can the resident who are not in fire protected areas vote if we try and annex them in? 

• Is it possible to see percentage of savings with the ISO rating going from a 4 to a 3? 

• Check if FireMed would offer a group discount. 

• Have stats available to send out to the residents so they are more aware. Either via a 

newsletter, on the website, or social media.  

Willie Bronson adjourned the meeting at 6:36 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Haley Meshnik 

Recording Secretary 


